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A b s t r a c t  .  S t r e s z c z e n i ®

A method of representing behaviours by expressions denoting a 
varian t of lab e lled  event s tru c tu re s  i s  defined. The expressions, 
ca lled  behaviour expressions, may contain variab les  for which 
other behaviour expressions may be su b stitu ted . A concept of 
equivalence of behaviour expressions i s  introduced such tha t 
equivalences are  preserved under su b s titu tio n s .

O RÓWNOWAŻNOŚCI WYRAZEM REPREZENTUJĄCYCH PROCESY

Podano metodę opisywania procesów przetwarzania inform acji za 
pomocą wyrażeń oznaczających tzw. etykietowane s tru k tu ry  zdarzeń. 
Te wyrażenia, zwane procesowymi, mogą zawierać zmienne za które 
można podstawiać inne wyrażenia procesowe. Sformułowano pojęcie 
równoważności wyrażeń procesowych ta k ie , że równoważności wyrażeń 
procesowych są zachowane przy podstawieniach wyrażeń za zmienne.





1.Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the problem of equivalence of complex 
behaviours.

A widely accepted way of representing complex behaviours is that of 
describing how they consist of behaviours regarded to be simple and well 
understood. To this end, suitable operations of combining behaviours are 
considered and applied following essentially two approaches.

One approach (as in CCS [8] and [9], or in Process Algebra [1]) is that 
behaviours are represented by formal expressions constructed by means of 
constants and variables for behaviours, and symbols of operations on behaviours. 
As a behaviour may be represented by a number of different expressions, a suitable 
congruence of expressions must be introduced, preferably by a set of axioms.

Another approach (as in [10-12]) is that behaviours and operations of 
combining behaviours are represented by concrete structures and operations on 
such structures. Also in this case a behaviour can usually be represented by a 
number of different structures and a suitable congruence is needed.

In both the approaches the respective congruence reflects the idea one has 
about what behaviours should be considered as identical. Usually, one identifies 
behaviours which cannot be distinguished in any environment.

For the first approach an axiomatic theory has been developed assuming the 
point of view of a sequential environment in which the progress of a behaviour is 
seen as a sequence of events. In this theory the parallel composition of behaviours 
can be expressed by other operations (the so called expansion theorem), which 
leads to an interleaving semantics.

However, the point of view of a sequential environment may be not sufficient 
to distinguish between essentially different behaviours (for example, one only user 
may not be able to distinguish between a sequential behaviour and a behaviour 
consisting of two independent components). So, one needs a more subtle concept 
of equivalence, which takes into account distributed environments. A number of 
concepts of this type has been suggested (cf. [2-6], and [12]), but with these 
concepts the expansion theorem does not hold anymore, which makes 
developing a suitable axiomatic theory difficult.



In this paper we are interested in the behavioural equivalence with respect to 
distributed environments. Because of difficulties with the axiomatic approach, we 
follow rather the approach in which concrete structures and operations are used. 
We represent behaviours and operations on behaviours by labelled event structures 
and operations on labelled event structures as in [13]. We do it with the aid of 
expressions, called behaviour expressions after f9]. These are constructed by 
means of symbols of operations, constants, and variables, where the latter ones 
may appear either free or bound. The constants represent given labelled event 
structures, whereas the free variables stand for labelled event structures which are 
not yet specified, and they can be replaced by arbitrary labelled event structures. 
This allows a stepwise specification of a behaviour. The initial state of such a 
specification may be a context for behaviours which will be specified in further 
steps.

The equivalence of behaviours is represented by a congruence of labelled 
event structures as in [12]. Behaviour expressions with free variables are defined to 
be equivalent if the results of substituting the same labelled event structures for 
their free variables are equivalent. Actually, the equivalences corresponding to 
different substitutions must fit each other in the sense which is explained in the 
paper.

The main result of the paper says that the equivalence thus defined of 
behaviour expressions is preserved under substitutions of equivalent behaviour 
expressions for free variables.

Usually, labelled event structures are considered in the form E  =(E,< ,#,A ), 
where E is a set of events, < and # are a causal order and a conflict relation between 
events, and A is a labelling which associates actions with events (cf. [10] and [13]). 
In this paper we find technically convenient exploiting rather a modified version 
of this concept, as in [12]. The corresponding structures, called configuration 
systems, are defined in section 2, following the ideas of [12] and [13]. Roughly 
speaking, a configuration system consists of finite conflict-free prefixes, called 
configurations, of a standard labelled event structure. This is illustrated in the 
example of a labelled event structure and the respective configuration system in 
fig. 1.1 (where the events of the configuration system are represented by 
occurrences of the respective action symbols in the figure).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall concepts and results 
of [12] concerning configuration systems and operations on such systems. In 
section 3 we recall the concepts and results of [12] about a congruence of 
configuration systems and about a corresponding equivalence of operations on 
such systems. In section 4 we formulate the concept of behaviour expressions and 
we give the main result.
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A labelled event structure £ A configuration system for£

Fig. 1.1

2. C onfiguration systems and  operation on sucb systems

In this section we recall the concept of a configuration system and operations 
on configuration systems.

As we said, configuration systems correspond to the families of finite 
configurations of labelled event structures, where a configuration is (the set of 
events of) a conflict-free prefix of the respective labelled event structure. 
Operations on configuration systems are defined with the aid of a structure in the 
set of possible actions, called a synchronization structure (cf. [7]), which is a 
generalization of the synchronization algebras like in [13].

2.1 Definition. A synchronization structure is I  =(Dj-,Il , 0 s ), where Dz is a 
set of action symbols, I£ q D £ is a subset of symbols of internal actions, and <8>£ is a 
partial binary operation in D£-Ij; which is strongly commutative (d 0 ^  e = e <8>£ d 
whenever either side is defined) and strongly associative ((d <8>z  e) f = 
d ® £(e ®£ f) whenever either side is defined). All d,ee D£ such that d ®£ e is 

defined are said to be complementary. ♦

For example, we may have D£ =-A u +Au [t ], I£ ={t ], and ®£ defined by 
(-a)® £(+a)=x for some ae A, and by (-a)®£(+a)= -a ,  (+a)®£(+a)= +a, 
(-a)®£(-a) undefined, for some other ae A. We can interpret A as a set of symbols
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of data transfers with -a and +a standing for the respective send and receive action 
in the mode of handshaking (if (-a)®£(+a)=T) or broadcasting
(if (-a)®£(+a)= - a  , (+a)®£(+a)= +a, and (-a)®£(-a) is undefined).

2.2. Definition. Given a synchronization structure Z, a configuration system  
(c-system) over I  is a nonempty set S of finite functions with values in Dr  such

that: !
(1) H Z e S  for each nonempty subset Z c S  which is bounded in S in the 

sense that there exists seS  such that z c s  for all zeZ ,
(2) U Z e  S for each subset Z £  S which is bounded in S .
We call all seS  configurationsof S and, for each configuration s c  S and each 
(x,v)e s, we call (x,v) an event with the execution symbol x and \heaction symbol v. 
Given a configuration se S and two events e,fe S, we say that ffollows e in s (resp.: 
f is coincident with e in s) iff for all configurations te S with t c  s the condition fe t 
implies (resp.: is equivalent to) the condition ee t.
By Nil we denote the c-system {0 }. By cs(Z) we denote the universe of 
c-systems over I . ♦

For c-systems we have the following results.

2.3. Proposition. For all c-systems P, Sq, S je  cs(£), each K q Dj  with I£ £  K, 
and each automorphism b of L, where an automorphism is a bijection b: Dz —» D£ 
such that b and b '1 preserve It  and ®£ , we have the following c-systems:
(1) the result PIK of restricting P to K, where

se PIK iff se P and for all (x,v)e s we have ve K,
(2) the result Pb of relabelling P according to b, where 

seP b  iff s={(x,b(v)): (x,v)ep) for some peP ,
(3) the result S0:P of prefixing S0 toP ,

where sgSqiP iff s = {((0,x),v): (x,v)esg} for some s0e S 0 
or s = {((0,x),v): (x,v)eso) y  {((l,y),w): (y,w)eq) 
for a maximal Spe S0 and some qe P,

(4) the sum S0+ Sj, where se Sq+ Sj iff s={((0,x),v): (x,v)e Sq) for some 
soeS gor s={((l,y),w): (y ,w )es]} for some S jeS j,

(5) the parallel composition SqII Sj, where se S0II S ; iff s consists o f some 
SQe S0 and s je  Sj in the sense that
s = {((0,x),v): (x.v)e SQ-or1̂ ) }  u  {((l,y),w): (y ,w )esj-a(s0)} 

u  {(((0,x,v),(l,y,w)), v ®r  w): ((x,v),(y,w ))ea)



for a one-to-one partial function a  from sg to Sj such that:

(5.1) v and w are complementary for all ((x,v),(y,w))e a ,
(5.2) if e,f g Sg are separated by some tg e  Sg with tg C Sg, in the sense that

either e e  tg and f  i  tg or e i  tg and f e tg, then e,f can be separated by 
someugG S0 w ithugq  sgsuch that there exists uj g Sj w ithuj £ 9 j

 for which a (u g )£  Uj a n d a '^ U j)^  u0; similarly for e,f g s j .
Moreover, f  follows e in s iff in s there exists a sequence ej = e, ,... .en, en+1= f 
such that, for each ie  {1,2,..., n ), prg(ei+1) follows pr0(ej) in sg or prj(ei+1) 
follows prj(ej) in S j , where, for each e e  s, 
pr0(e)=(x,v) for e of the form ((0,x,v),
pr0(e)=(x,v) and prj(e)=(y,w) for e of the form (((0,x,v),(l,y,w)), v ®j; w), 
pri(e)=(y,w) for e of the form ((l,y),w).

Proof outline.
For (l)-(4) proofs are trivial. For (5) we proceed as follows.
Consider a nonempty Zq S with an upper bound sg S.Then Zg={prg(z):zG

Z} and Zj={prj(z):zG Z) are nonempty bounded subsets of Sg and Si respectively,
and zeZ  iff z consists of some zgGZg and Z|GZjwith the correspondence

= a n  (zg x zj). From the properties of Sg and Sj we obtain that OZgG Sg and

n Z j s S j .  On the other hand, r \Z consists of OZg and O Z j with the

correspondence 0 ( 0̂  : zg Z). Indeed given any e,fG O Zg and tg with tgCSg which 
separates e,f, for each zg Z we take ug(z) and uj(z) satisfying the requirements of

(5.2) and obtain ug=n(ug(z):zG Z)g Sg and u1= n ( u t(z):zGZ)GS1 with ug 

separating e,f. Finally, P iZe S, as required. Similarly, U Z g S for each bounded 

ZcS.
The characterization of the relation f  follows e in s is a direct consequence of 

the fact that (5.2) is equivalent to the lack in s of a non trivial cycle ej,e2, ... ,en,
en+l= el such that Pro(ei+l) follows pr0(ej) in Sg or prj(ej+1) follows pr,(ej) in Sj 

for all 1g {l,...,n}. ♦

Proposition 2.3 defines the following operations on c-systems: P 1—» PIK, 
P 1—> Pb, P 1—> S0;P, (Sg,Sj) l—> Sg+Sj, (Sg,S j) 1—> SgllS]. Note that the

prefixing is regarded as an operation with respect to the second argument only, the 
first one playing the role of a parameter. Note also that prefixing an action dG D£



to a c-system P is a particular case of such an operation with d represented by a 
one-event c-system with an event with the label d.

For c-systems we have a natural relation of being a prefix.

2.4. Definition. Given two c-systems P,Qe cs(2), we say that P is a 
prefix ofQ , written as P « Q ,  iff P g  Q and. for each qeQ , q c U P  

implies q eQ .*

The following property is a simple consequence of the definition.

2.5. Proposition. The relation «  is a chain complete partial order on cs(£) 
with Nil playing the role of the least element, and the supremum of each countable 
chain P0<< P j< < ... given by 0 { P j: ieco}, where co= {0,1,2,...}. The operations 

defined in 2.3 are continuous with respect to this order, that is they preserve the 
suprema of countable chains in the respective cartesian powers of cs(£). ♦

From the known properties of complete partial order we obtain the 
following result.

2.6. Proposition. Let F: (cs(Z)) m+n -> (cs(I)) m be a continuous mapping 
which transforms each pair (P,Q) with Pe (cs(L)) ra and Qe (cs(E))n into some 
R= F(P,Q) e (cs(E)) m . Then we have:
(1) the fixed-point equation P = F(P,Q) has a least solution b(Q),

(2) this solution is given by LJ{Pj: ie co), where Pq = Nilm and P;+i= F(Pj ,Q) 

for ie co,
(3) the correspondence Q i—» h(Q) is a continuous mapping from (cs(L))n 

.to (cs(Z)) m .
We write h(Q) as fixP F(P,Q) and call the correspondence Fi—> h a fixed-point 

operator. ♦

Thanks to this result we may define a large variety of operations on c-systems.

2.7. Definition. The operations defined in 2.4 are called basic operations on

to



c-systems. The operations which can be obtained by combining basic operations 
with the aid of superpositions and fixed-point operators are called definable
operations. ♦

3 . E qu ivalence

In this section we recall the concepts and results of [12] about an equivalence 
of configuration systems and about a corresponding equivalence of operations on 
such systems.

The equivalence of configuration systems can be defined with the aid of 
suitable morphisms o f configuration systems. These m orphism s, called 
simulations, generalize the concept of a rooted bisimulation of processes modulo 
invisible events as in [1]. They are similar to the mentioned bisimulations in 
preserving the transitional structure of behaviours, but more subtle in preserving 
the possible concurrency. The equivalence we introduce corresponds to the so 
called "pomset bisimulation equivalence".

We start with the following simple observations.
3.1. Proposition. For each c-system P e c s (I)  which has a greatest configuration 
we have a unique c-system visible(P)e cs(I), called the visible kernel of P, where 
sevisible(P) iff s = ( ( x ,v ) e p :v i l£ ) for some pe P. ♦

3.2. Proposition. For each c-system Pe cs( I )  and each configuration p e P  we 
have a unique c-system P-pe cs(£), called the continuation of P from p, where 
se P-p iff s=q-p for some qe P with p ç q .  ♦

We want now to define a concept of simulation for c-systems.
3.3. Definition. A transition from one system c-system to another is a triple 
p=>AQ, where P is a c-system, Q is a continuation of P from a configuration pe P,

and A =visible(ip) for the prefix lp = (q e  P: q c  p}. ♦

3.4. D efinition. An isom orphism  from a c-system P to a c-system Q is a 
bijection b: U P  —> U Q  such that, for all (x,v),(y,w),p,q, (y,w)=b((x,v)) implies 

v=w, p eP  implies b(p)eQ, and q eQ  implies b_1(q)eP. ♦

3.5. Definition. By a simulation of a c-system P in a c-system Q we mean a 
triple p: P -»  Q, where:
(1) p c P x Q ,
(2) ( o ,0 ) e p ,
(3) for each (p,q)e p and each transition P-p =*a(P'P)'P  there exists

1!



a transition Q-q=*B(Q-q)-q' such that (pup ',quq ')€p  and B is isomorphic 

to A.
If (0 ,q)e p only for q= 0 , then we call p : P —» Q .a  rooted  simulation. If 
p ° P :Q -» P , where p °P =  {(q,p): (p ,q)ep), is also a simulation then we call 
p: P —> Q a bisimulation. ♦ ;

For example, idP: P -»  Q with P «  Q and idP denoting the identity 

relation in P, written also as P ^4 Q, is a simulation. Similarly, Bp : P —» P+P 

with
(p,q)eBp iff q={((0,x),v): (x,v)€p) or q={((l,x),v): (x ,v)ep) 

is a rooted bisimulation.

From the definition we have the following results and concepts.

3.6. Proposition. If p : P Q and o  : Q —> R are simulations (resp: rooted 
simulations, bisimulations) then p o a  : P —» R with

p o a  = {(p,r): (p,q)e p and (q ,r)eo  for some qeQ } 

is also a simulation (resp: a rooted simulation, a bisimulation). ♦

3.7. Proposition. The binary relation in cs(I) defined by
P = Q iff there exists a rooted bisimulation p: P Q 

is an equivalence relation. We call it behavioural equivalence, and if P = Q then we 
say that P and Q are behaviourally equivalent. ♦

For example, for xe Iz, de DE, and arbitrary c-systems P,Q,R, we have:
P+Nil = P P+Q = CH-P (P+Q)+R = P-KQ+R)
P+P=P PIIQ = QIIP ,  (PIIQ)IIR = Pll(QllR)
d;(x;P) = d;P P+(t;P)»  t;P (d;(P+(x:Q))>4-(d;Q) = d;(P+(x;Q)).

3.8. Proposition. The c-systems over a synchronization structure £  and their 
simulations constitute a category which we denote by cs(£). For each cardinal m 
we have the cartesian power (cs(E))m of this category. ♦

3.9. Proposition. The category cs(I) has colimits of countable chains. 
The colimit of each chain P0<< P j< < ... coincides with the supremum

P =  lU (P i: ie to). Similarly for the cartesian powers of cs(£). Moreover.
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p = kJ{p ie  co) for each commutative diagram as in fig. 3.1 with the unique 

p: P -»  Q resulting from the universal properties of colimits.

P0 «  r  Pj «  ^  ........ P

¡ p 
i 
i 

▼

Q

Fig.3.1
P roof outline. It suffices to notice that the commutativity of the diagram in 
fig.3.1 means that each p¡ with i^j is the restriction of pj to Pj and that p = U { p , : 

ie co} is the unique relation such that the diagram in fig.3.1 commutes. ♦

3.10. Definition. Given a functor F : cs(L )m —» cs(E )n , we say that F is 
continuous iff it preserves colimits and the pr. fix order, where the preservation 
of the prefix order means that F(P) F(Q) is F(P) ^4 F(Q) for each P «  Q, 
and we say that' F preserves rooted bisimulations iff for each rooted bisimulation 
p : P Q, the simulation p: F(P) —> F(Q) is a rooted bisimulation. ♦

3.11. Proposition. Each definable operation on c-systems can be extended in a 
canonical way to a continuos functor which preserves rooted bisimulations.

P roo f outline.
For the basic operations the proof is straightforward. For example, for 

P q : Sq —> S q and p j  : Sj —> S j we define p q 11 p  ̂i SqIISq'—> S j 11S j ' by 
p0llpj : {(s,s') : s consists of s0 and Sj, s' consists of s0' and Sj', (s0, s0') e p 0, 
(sj, s i ')g p j }, and the continuity follows from 2.5 and 3.9.

In order to prove that the property holds for each definable operation, it 
suffices to consider a continuous functor F: (c s (I))  m+n -*  (c s (I))  m which 
preserves rooted bisimulations and to prove that T i—» fixs F(S,T) extends to a

continuous functor which preserves rooted bisimulations.
Suppose that p : T -» T is  a bisimulation and consider the least solutions f(T) 

and f(T ) of the respective fixed point equations S=F(S,T) and S=F(S,T). As F is 
continuous, we obtain the commutative diagram in fig.3.2 with a unique simulation 
a  : f(T) —» f(T '). From the uniqueness of a  it follows that the correspondence

13



p i—* a , where f(p) = LJ{p ¡: ie to} with pg= 0m and pi+1 = F(Pj ,p) for ie (0,
i *  o  fu n c to r ,
and that this functor is continuous. It is easy to see that this functor preserves 
rooted bisimulations.

Ni*"1———♦•F(N iim, T ) ► F(F(Niim,T),T) f(T)

in m
1

m
0 F((Z} p) F (F (qp),p ) ... ¡o

▼ i f 1r _  ?
Nil'11- —— F(Ni|m, T ') - ^ —► F(F(Niin',T ') ,T ')———► f(T )

Fig. 3.2
From the definition of the behavioural equivalence of c-system and 3.11 we 

obtain the following result.

3.12. Proposition. The behavioural equivalence of c-systems is a congruence 
for all definable operations on c-systems. ♦

The concept of behavioural equivalence of c-systems extends on definable 
operations on c-systems.
3.13. Definition. Given two functors F: (c s(I))m —» (cs(£))n and 
G: cs(E)m —> cs(X)n, we say that such functors are equivalent, written as F = G, 
iff there exists a natural transformation p : F —» G which consists of rooted 
bisimulations, that is a family

p = (p (P ): F(P) -> G (P ): Pe (cs(I))m ) 
of rooted bisimulations such that, for each simulation a: P -»  Q, the diagram in 
fig. 3.3 commutes. ♦

P(P)F(P) ► G(P)

P(Q)

Fig. 3.3
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For example, for P i—> P and P i-> P+P, the canonical extensions of these 
operations to continuous, rooting and bisimulation preserving functors, are 
equivalent with the equivalence given by (BP: P i—> P+P: Pecs(Z)) with Bp as in

the example to 3.6.
So the operations themselves can be regarded to be equivalent.
Definable operations on c-systems are constructed by combining basic 

operations with the aid of superpositions and fixed-pojnt operators. We shall be 
able to show that operations constructed in the same manner from equivalent ones 
are equivalent as well.

For example, the operations (Q,R) I—> fixP(PIIQ)+R and 
(Q,R) I—> R+fixp(QIIP) are constructed in the same manner from the following 
equivalent operations : (P,Q) l—> PIIQ and (P,Q) I-» QIIP, Q l—> fixp(PIIQ) 
and Q I-» fixp(QIIP), (S,R) I—» S+R and (S.R) I—» R+S. and so they will be 

equivalent.

The general result is as follows.

3.14. Proposition. If two definable operations on c-systems are constructed in 
the' same manner from equivalent definable operations (that is from definable 
operations whose canonical extensions to functors are equivalent) then they are 
equivalent (that is their canonical extensions to functors are equivalent).

P roo f outline.
The only nontrivial part of the proof is about operations defined by fixed- 

point operators. Thus it suffices to consider two equivalent, continuous, rooted 
bisimulations preserving functors F: (cs(D))m+n —» (cs(£))m and 
G: (c s(I))m+n -» (c s(I))m with the equivalence given by a family p of rooted 
bisim ulations p(P ,Q ) : F(P,Q) -»  G(P,Q), and find a suitable family 
o (Q ) : f(Q) -> g(Q) for f(Q) = fixPF(P,Q) and g(Q) = fixPG(P,Q). To this end we

consider the diagram in fig.3.4 which is commutative due to the continuity of F and 
G and due to the fact that p is a natural transformation from F to G. By 3.9 we 
obtain a unique rooted bisimulation o(Q) : f(Q) —> g(Q) which completes this 
diagram to a commutative one. From the uniqueness of o(Q) we obtain that the 
family a  = (o(Q) : f(Q) —> g(Q) : Qe cs(£))n ) is a natural transformation, as 
required. ♦ A
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Nil™—̂ -► F(Niim,Q )-— —► F(F(Niim,Q),Q)— ► ... << >-f(Q)

|F(P(Niira,Q),Q) j

0  P(NM ,Q> F(G(Niim,Q),Q) -  ! o

p(G(Niim,Q),Q)
▼ ▼ ?  I

Nil“  — ►G(Niim,Q) ►G(G(Niim,Q ),Q )-^ —► -  -^ -* > g (Q )

Fig. 3.4

4. Behaviour expressions and their equivalence

We represent configuration systems with the aid of expressions, called 
behaviour expressions. These expressions are constructed by means of constants, 
variables, symbols of basic operations on configuration systems, and fixed-point 
operators. For constants and variables denoting configuration systems, and for 
operations as in section 2, such expressions can be interpreted as definable 
operations on configuration systems. The required equivalence of behaviour 
expressions is defined in terms of the equivalence of operations on configuration 
systems. <

4.1. Definition. Let I  be a synchronization structure, X an infinite set of 
variables, and C a nonempty set of constants such that D j c C .  A behaviour
expression over X,X,C is an expression o  with a set fv(a) c  X, called the set of 
free variables of o, where:
( 1 ) . each constant ce C is a behaviour expression with fv(c) = 0 ,
(2) each variable xeX  is a behaviour expression with fv(x) = {x},
(3) for any behaviour expression a, and each K c  Dx as in 2.3,

alK is a behaviour expression with fv(o|K) = fv(o),
(4) for any behaviour expression a. and each automorphism b of L as in 2.3, 

ab is a behaviour expression with fv(ab) = fv(c),
(5 ) for ea^f constant ce C, and any behaviour expression o, 

c;o is a behaviour expression with fv(c;a) = fv(a),
(6) for any behaviour expressions Oq and Oj , and for $e {+ , II},

(Oq S c j ) is a behaviour expression with fv((o0 $ Oj)) = fv(o0) u  fv( Oj),
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(7) for any behaviour expression a  with fv(a) = {xj,...,xn), and for any
behaviour expressions O] o n, the result of substituting  o n for
xj,...,xn,written as [c^X i....»« !,,/^^), is a behaviour expression with 
fv ([a1/x1,...,aD/xn](a)) = fv (o ,) u . . . u  fv( a n),

(8) for any behaviour expression a , and any variable xeX ,
fixx a  is a behaviour expression with fv( fixx a) = fv(a) - (x).

Following a common custom, we write a behaviour expression a  with 
fv(a) = {xj,...,xn} as o (x j,...,xn). By bex(£,X,C) we denote the set of all

behaviour expressions over Z,X,C. ♦

For example, (P II Q), fixp (P II Q), (ftxp (P II Q)) + R, where P,Q,Re X, 
are behaviour expressions with fv((P II Q)) = {P,Q}, fv(fixP (P II Q)) = (QJ, 
and fv((fixp(P II Q)) + R) = {Q,R}, respectively. As usual, we may assume a 

precedence of symbols of operations and avoid unnecessary brackets. We may also 
use the standard concept of binding variables.

4.2. Definition. Given E,X,C as in 4.1, we define an interpretation of 
behaviour expressions over E,X,C as a function J assigning an operation on cs(E) 
to each behaviour expression in bex(£,X,C) such that:
(1) for each behaviour expression a(xj,...,xn), J(a(xj,...,xn)) isann-ary  

operation on cs(£), written as (Sj,...,Sn) i—> c(S},...,Sn),
(2) for each ce DE, J(c) is a nullary operation giving a one-element c-system 

with an event with the label c,
(3) for each variable xeX , J(x) is the identity operation S i—> S,
(4) for each behaviour expression o (x ]v..,xn) and each K c  D£ as in 2.4,

J(o(xj,...,xn)IK) is the operation (Sj,...,Sn) i-> a(Si,...,Sn)IK,
(5) for each behaviour expression a(xi,...,xn), and each automorphism b of Z as 

in 2.4, J(o(xj,...^in) b) is the operation (Sj,...,Sn) i-> a(S i,...,Sn) b,
(6) for each constant ceC , and each behaviour expression o(xj,...,xn), 

J(c;a(xj,...,xn)) is the operation (S j Sn) i-» J(c);a(S! Sn),
(7) for each behaviour expression a(x!,...,xn) of the form

OqCxjj x ^ iS o jC x jj x^), where $ e { + ,l l} ,  J ia ix !,...^ ,,)) is

the operation (S j Sn) i-» o0(Sil„..,Sip) $ a 1(Sj[ SJq),

(8) for each behaviour expression o(xj,...,xn), and arbitrary behaviour 
expressions o ^ x jj , . . . ,x lm i),...,on(xn l,...,xnmn),

J ([o 1(x11,...,xlm])/x1,...,on(xn l,...,xIimn)/xn](a(x1,...,xn))) is the operation



(Sii.--»Simj,.--,Sni,...,Snmn) i—» ct(Oi(Si ]  S imi),...,an(Snj,...,Snmn)),
(9) for each behaviour expression c(xi,...,xn) and Xj€ {xi,...,xn}, 

J(fixx .o(xj,...,xn)) is the operation

(S j Sj.],Sj+j,...,Sn) I > fix^c(Si,...,Sj.j,Sj,Sj+|,...,Sn),

for a variable x e {x|,...,xn}, J(fixx .a(xj,...,xn)) is defined as 

J (o (x i xn)). ♦

From the definition of an interpretation we obtain the following property.

4.3. Proposition. Each interpretation of behaviour expressions over I,X ,C  is 
determined uniquely by its values for all constants ce C. ♦

4.4. Definition. Behaviour expressions a(x j,...,xn) e bex(Z,X,C) and
a '(X | xn)e bex(I,X ,C) are said to be equivalent for an interpretation J. written
as o (x 1(...,xn) ~j o'(xj,...,xn), iff the canonical functorial extensions of the 
operations J(a(xj,...,xn)) and J(a '(xj,...,xn)) are equivalent in the sense of 3.13.♦

From 3.14 we obtain the following result.

4.5. Theorem. Let J be an interpretation of behaviour expressions from 
bex(I.X,C). Then we have:
(1) for each K c D j  as in 2.4,

o (x !  xn) - j  o '(x j,...,xn) implies a (x lv ..,xn)IK =»j a ’(xlt ...,xn)IK,

(2) for each automorphism b of I  as in 2.4,
a (x lv ..,xn) - j  a '(x j ,. . .^ n) implies a(x j,...,xn)b ~j a '(x lv ..,xn)b,

(3) for each constant ce C,
a(x |,...,x„) - j  o '(x , xn) impljes c ;a (x j xn) c^X x j.- .x ,,) ,

(4) for each behaviour expression a(xj,...,xn) of the form
$Oi(Xj),...,Xj^) ,and each specification a '(x],...,xn) of the

form a ’o U jj xip) $ a '1(xj1>...,xjq), where $ e{ + ,ll} ,

if OoiXij xip) - j  a o(Xjj,...,x^) and 0 ](Xjj,...,Xj^) »j o  |(Xjj,...,Xj^)

then a(x  j  xn) »j a '(x  j  xn),
(5) for all behaviour expressions a(x j,...,xn),a'(X],...,xn),

°1 U 11,...,x!mJ),...,an(xn l,...,xnmn),CT j (Xj i,...,Ximj),...,0  n(xn l’" ' ,xnmn) 

such that a (x j  xn) - j  a ’ix j.- .x ,,) ,
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0l(xn ,...,X im j) *j CT >xnmn) “J n(xnl>"***nmn)

we have
[o 1(x11,...fx ln,1)/x1 o n(xn l,...,xnmn)/xn](a(x1 xn))

nmn
)/xn](a '(x !..... xn)),

(6) o (x j  xn) - J a '(x 1 xn) implies fixx^a(x1(...,xn) - j  f ix ^ a ’ix j  xn).*

For example, (fixx(x II y)) + z z + (fixx(y II x)) for all interpretations J 

(cf. the example to 3.14).

5. Conclusions

We have considered the equivalence problem for behaviour expressions with 
free variables. These expressions represent behaviours given by configuration 
systems. For such expressions we have equivalences which are preserved by 
substitutions. These equivalences are defined in terms of a bisimulation concept for 
configuration systems. This allows a semantic verification of equivalence of 
behaviour expressions, which is essential since we do not offer any axiomatic 
characterization of the equivalence. On the other hand, finding such a 
characterization would also be important as a step towards a formal procedure for 
equivalence verification.
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